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Explanation:
References:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/ec2-instanc
e-recover.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Ann, an employee in the payroll department, has contacted the
help desk citing multiple issues with her device, including:
Slow performance
Word documents, PDFs, and images no longer opening
A pop-up
Ann states the issues began after she opened an invoice that a
vendor emailed to her.
Upon opening the invoice, she had to click several security
warnings to view it in her word processor.
With which of the following is the device MOST likely infected?
A. Backdoor
B. Spyware
C. Crypto-malware
D. Rootkit

Answer: C
Explanation:
She is not able to open files -&gt; coz the are encrypted. Slow
performance coz it takes lots of cpu power to encrypt stuff.
Pop up probably displays the h4x0r's btc address Spyware,
rootkit or backdoor supposed to be stealth so no popups.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two destinations can Cisco WCS administrators specify for
a scheduled report? (Choose two.)
A. a TFTP server
B. a specified World Wide Web server
C. a file on the Cisco WCS
D. a specified email address
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Reports are saved in either CSV or PDF format and are either
saved to a file on WCS for later
download or e-mailed to a specific e-mail address.
The reporting types include the following:
Current, which provides a snap shot of the data from the last
polling cycle without continuously
polling
groups, and archive for long-term storage.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/wireless/wcs/70/configurat
ion/guide/WCS70cg/7_0reps.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which functionality is offered by user access management
software?
A. Provides a user interface to view a consolidated view of
existing physical and virtual infrastructures across data
centers D. Allows a user to monitor performance, capacity, and
availability of physical and virtual resources centrally
B. Provides a user interface to browse the service catalog and
request cloud services
C. Enables a user to create VMs and allocate them to CPU,
memory, and storage capacity
Answer: B
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